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I. INTRODUCTION
Parameter estimation refers to the procedure of using measurement output to estimate the unknown parameters, which has caused a wide range of interests in quantum systems [1] [2] [3] [4] . Since, in most quantum systems, the system state can be indirectly measured in general and classical estimation theories are hard to apply to the measurement output directly, it technically difficult to construct an estimator for some unknown parameters. However, selecting a value, which can best characterize the system dynamics, from some potential values as an estimator of an unknown parameter is an effective method in Hamiltonian estimation [5] [6] [7] . From this method, how to distinguish the potential values in quantum systems based on measurement output becomes a key task.
There have already been many methods applied to discriminate possible quantities in physical systems, such as the method based on the uncertainty relations [6] , the Bayesian method [8, 9] and the kernel method [10] . In recent years, a method of statistical inference named statistical hypothesis testing has been widely used to discriminate quantum states [11] [12] [13] [14] , quantum channels [15] [16] [17] , system models [18, 19] , quantum processes [20, 21] and quantum Hamiltonians [21] [22] [23] . According to the unnormalized stochastic master equations with different measurement schemes, such as photon counting, homodyne detection and an optimal projective measurement on its conditioned final state, and the corresponding measured datum, the distinction of two Hamiltonians has been achieved via hypothesis testing [22] . Moreover, an upper bound, namely the average probability of error, for the ability to distinguish two potential Hamiltonians for a quantum circuit model has been derived [21] and to discriminate N arbitrary quantum states for an open quantum system has been calculated by numerically efficient * aucuiwei@scut.edu.cn means [23] . A classical framework of applying hypothesis testing to parameter estimation is first to specify a set of hypotheses of candidates of the unknown parameter, and then use a criterion to test the hypotheses according to the observed data and finally accept one of the hypotheses. In doing the test, it is of importance to study the average probability of error, i.e., the average probability of being assigned to erroneous hypothesis under a criterion. Considering the maximum a posteriori criterion, the average probabilities of error for different measurement schemes have been calculated [22] . However, the calculation methods depend on counting each judgment result and require a large number of trials, which results in increasing the computational complexity of calculating the average probability of error so that a significant amount of time would be spent in parameters discrimination. Furthermore, the aforementioned papers have focused on the parameters in Hamiltonian rather than other parameters in quantum systems. Therefore, how to quickly distinguish potential values of an unknown parameter in quantum systems based on the measured data via hypothesis testing is still an open problem.
Note that the dynamic of a quantum system under continuous measurement can be described by a stochastic master equation [22, 24] . Together with some prior knowledge of the parameters, we can construct some candidate systems with the same structure such that the hypothesis testing can be used. This paper aims at distinguishing two candidates of an unknown parameter for a quantum system with continuous weak measurement by using hypothesis testing. According to the measured data and the Bayes' formula [25] , we obtain the posterior probabilities of two hypotheses, respectively. Furthermore, the Bayes criterion is presented based on a likelihood ratio [26] , and an algorithm to calculate the average probability of error is proposed. A numerical example of distinguishing two candidates of an unknown parameter in Hamiltonian is illustrated to show the feasibility of the proposed hypothesis testing method. The running times of calculating the average probability of error under the arXiv:1905.04690v1 [quant-ph] 12 May 2019 maximum a posteriori criterion and the Bayes criterion are also compared to illustrate the efficiency of proposed method.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, a brief introduction of an quantum system and a reduced stochastic master equation are presented. The measurement record via continuous weak measurement is exhibited as well. In Sec. III, based on the Bayes' formula and Bayes criterion, the procedure of distinguishing two candidates using hypothesis testing is described in detail, and the average probability of error is given. Some numerical simulations illustrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method in binary discrimination. We summarize our conclusion in Sec. IV.
II. MODEL
Consider a two-level quantum system with the following Hamiltonian
where Ω and ∆ are the detuning and the Rabi frequency [27] [28] [29] , and σ x , σ z are Pauli matrices. Under continuous weak measurement, the evolution of the system state can be described by a reduced stochastic master equation [30] [31] [32] , i.e.,
where
Here,ρ t is the unnormalized state, η and F are the measurement efficiencies and measurement operator, respectively, and dY t describes the quantum fluctuations of the continuous output signal, which is given by
Here dW t is the Wiener increment with zero mean and variance dt, and ρ t is the normalized quantum state [24, 33] satisfying
By substituting Eqs. (3) and (4) into Eq. (2), the normalized quantum stochastic master equation can be written as
A detailed derivation of the above stochastic master equation was presented in our previous work [34] . From Eq. (5), one can intuitively see that the evolutions of unnormalized quantum states can be characterized by the evolutions corresponding to normalized states.
III. BINARY DISCRIMINATION AND COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
Parameters describe an underlying physical setting in such a way that their value affects the distribution of the measurement output. Generally, it is much easier to derive an estimator of the unknown parameter in a classical system from limited information than that in a quantum system. In other words, obtaining an explicit estimator of a unknown parameter in a quantum system is nearly impossible. On the other hand, if some potential values of the unknown parameter are known a prior, then it is natural to select the most proper value as the estimate of the parameter. In this work we will consider distinguishing the potential values of an known parameter and select an appropriate value via hypothesis testing.
Without loss of generality we assume there are two candidates of a parameter to be estimated in a quantum system. Correspondingly, two candidate quantum systems are constructed based on the stochastic master equation (5) and the measurement output. For determining which hypothetical system is more suitable to describe the observed system, a Bayes criterion is proposed and the average probabilities of making error decision is calculated. This section consists of three parts: introducing the hypothesis testing, illustrating the process of distinction by an example, and comparing the computational complexities of calculating the average probabilities of error between using maximum a posteriori criterion and using Bayes criterion.
A. Hypothesis testing
Two hypotheses and posterior probability
Let θ be any unknown parameter to be estimated in a quantum system, which might be Rabi frequency, detuning, dissipation rates, measurement strength, and so on. Suppose θ 0 and θ 1 are two candidate values closest to the unknown parameter and the corresponding hypotheses are H 0 : θ = θ 0 and H 1 : θ = θ 1 , respectively. We denote the prior probabilities of the two hypotheses by P (H 0 ) and P (H 1 ), and the measurement output by D t . Note that Bayes' rule is a celebrated formula tells that how to update the probabilities of hypotheses as more information becomes available. Accordingly, the posterior probability P (H i |D t ) (i = 0, 1), which is referred to as the conditional probability of accepting H i when observing D t , can be expressed as
where P (D t |H i ) is the probability of obtaining D t given the hypothesis H i , and P (D t ) = 1 j=0 P (D t |H j )P (H j ) is the marginal probability for all possible hypotheses being considered .
as a likelihood function when assuming H i is true, where P 0 (D t ) is the probability density for a Poisson or Wiener process [24] . According to the trajectory of unnormalized state, the likelihood function of a specific sequence of detection events is simply L(D t |H i ) = Tr(ρ t |H i , D t ) given hypothesis H i , and then the posterior probability P (H i |D t ) can be further written as
.
Together with Eq. (5), the derivative of the likelihood function L (D t |H i ) with respect to t is given by
Define l t (D t |H i ) = lnL (D t |H i ) as the logarithmic likelihood. Then the derivative of the logarithmic likelihood is given by
It is clear that the evolution of the logarithmic likelihood function only depends on the measurement output and the normalized stochastic master equation so that one can obtain it from combining Eqs. (5) and (7).
Bayes criterion
To determine the most probable hypothesis, it is natural to compare the observation probabilities conditioned on assumed hypotheses. A simplest decision rule of whether accept the hypothesis or not is that accept H i if P (H i |D t ) > P (H {0,1}\i |D t ), i = 0, 1, which can be standardly expressed as
Substituting Eq. (6) into the decision rule (8), we have
In order to quantify the performance of the decision rule, we define the Bayes risk as the expected value of the cost function
where C ij and P (H i |H j ) respectively represent the cost function of making wrong decision that accept hypothesis H i while H j is true and the corresponding probability. Through minimizing the Bayes risk [35, 36] , we can easily obtain the Bayes criterion
where α = P (H 1 )/P (H 0 ). Here, Λ is referred to as the likelihood ratio. Note that the cost functions should satisfy C 01 > C 11 and C 10 > C 00 . For simplicity, applying the zero-one cost function
and taking the logarithm of both sides of Eq. (10), we obtain ln Λ
That is, if ln Λ > ln α, the hypothesis H 0 would be accepted so that θ 0 is selected as an estimate of the unknown parameter; otherwise accept H 1 and select θ 1 . It is observed that the simplified Bayes criterion (11) only depends on the normalized quantum stochastic master equation (5) and Eq. (7).
FIG. 1:
Flowchart of binary discrimination via hypothesis testing.
Average probability of error
The Bayes criterion (11) provides a simple way to accept one of the two hypotheses or, equivalently, select one of the two candidates of unknown parameters. Even so, it is possible for the criterion to make wrong decisions or error. Meanwhile, there are two types of error: type I error and type II error. A type I error occurs when H 0 is true but is rejected (accept H 1 ), and a type II error occurs when H 0 is false but erroneously fails to be rejected. As a result, we define the average probability of Temporal evolutions of (a) the posterior probability P (H i |Y t ) and (b) the likelihood ratio for a single measurement when H 0 is true.
assigning an erroneous hypothesis
where P (H 1 |H 0 ) and P (H 0 |H 1 ) respectively denote the probabilities of type I error and type II error, and P (H 0 ) and P (H 1 ) are respectively the prior probabilities of the corresponding hypotheses. Taking Eq. (11) into consideration, it is clear that minimizing the Bayes risk actually corresponds to minimize the average probability of error. Therefore, the effectiveness of the Bayes criterion can be illustrated by calculating the average probability of error.
For convenience, we define β as an error threshold. That is, when Q e < β we can stop observing the system and say that the estimation of the unknown parameter is done, i.e., the hypothesis is accepted or rejected. Note that the smaller β is, the more confident the decisionmaking is. Based on the measured data and the proposed Bayes criterion, the procedure of distinguishing two candidates of an unknown parameter via hypothesis testing is shown in Fig. 1 .
B. Numerical example
To illustrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed hypothesis testing in discrimination of candidate values of an unknown parameter, we consider the estimation of an unknown parameter in the system Hamiltonian. Let Ω in Eq. (1) be the unknown parameter that requires estimating, and the corresponding hypotheses are H 0 : Ω = γ and H 1 : Ω = 2γ with prior probabilities P (H 0 ) = P (H 1 ) = 0.5. The other parameters of the system are given by ∆ = 1.43γ, η = 0.5, and the measurement operator is F = √ κσ z with the measurement strength κ = 1. The initial state of the system is set to x(0) = y(0) = 0, z(0) = 1. Assuming H 0 is true, the evolution of posterior probability P (H 0 |Y t ) for a single measurement can be obtained based on the normalized quantum stochastic master equation, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . The red solid curve is the trajectory of the conditional probability P (H 0 |Y t ) and the blue dashed one is the evolution of P (H 1 |Y t ) = 1 − P (H 0 |Y t ), which is referred to as the probability of making type I error. Meanwhile, the orange solid curve in Fig. 2(b) depicts the temporal evolution of logarithmic likelihood ratio under a single measurement. This means that the hypothesis H 0 will be accepted, which confirms that the Bayes criterion is reliable.
According to Fig. 1 , the trajectory of the average probability of error Q e is also plotted in Fig. 3 for a single experiment, where β = 0.01. It shows that the average probability of error would approach to 0, which also reveals the feasibility of the proposed hypothesis testing in binary discrimination.
C. Computational complexity
In this part, the running times, which will be defined clearly, of calculating the average probability of error for the proposed algorithm and another algorithm based on the maximum a posteriori criterion, developed by Kiilerich and Mølmer in [22] , are compared. Note that the latter algorithm is a special case of Bayes criterion that the cost functions satisfy C 01 − C 11 = C 10 − C 00 and α = 1. Then the hypothesis H i is accepted when the posterior probability P (H i |Y t ) obtained by Eq. (2) is larger than 1/2. Also, the probability of making error decision can be estimated by
is the number of making errors in N experiments. Based on the definition of the error threshold, we consider the time taken for the average probability of error to reach β, namely the first-passage time, as the running time of an algorithm. We implement the comparison work on PC ideacentre AI0 520-27ICB: a 2.4GHz Intel i7 CPU and 16GB memory. Under the same setting of parameters in the above example, the first-passage times of the proposed algorithms and another one are depicted in Tab. I when β = 0.01. The smallness of the running time reveals the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, which means that the unknown parameter can be quickly determined from two candidates.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a procedure of distinguishing two candidates of a unknown parameter in a quantum system by hypothesis testing. Based on a normalized quantum stochastic master equation, we have updated the information about the parameter to be estimated by Bayes' formula together with the measured data, and obtained the posterior probability of two hypotheses. Then we have built a Bayes criterion to accept or reject the hypotheses, and proposed an algorithm to calculate the average probability of making two types of erroneous decisions. Finally, the feasibility and efficiency of hypothesis testing in binary discrimination has been illustrated by taking a Hamiltonian parameter as an example and comparing with the running times of calculating the average probability of error under the Bayes criterion and another criterion.
